Portable Stimulus Provider Breker Verification Systems Becomes Member of the ESD Alliance Member Roster
Values ESD Alliance’s Technical Initiatives, Networking Events, MSS Reports

REDWOOD CITY, CALIF. — February 6, 2018 — Breker Verification Systems, the leading provider of Portable Stimulus, today became a member of the Electronic System Design Alliance (ESD Alliance), an international association of companies providing goods and services throughout the semiconductor design ecosystem.

“We place a high value on the industry promotional work of the ESD Alliance, as well as its technical initiatives, networking events and market tracking services” remarks Adnan Hamid, Breker’s chief executive officer (CEO) and co-founder. “As Breker is established as a significant player with an active role in the electronic system design ecosystem, membership in the Alliance is a natural next step.”
Breker introduced a graph-based approach to test case generation that has formed the
basis of the Accellera Portable Stimulus initiative, a standard means of specifying verification
intent and behaviors reusable across target platforms.

“Breker blazed a path in the verification space with its portable stimulus solution and we
welcome such a trailblazer into our ranks,” says Bob Smith, executive director of the ESD
Alliance. “We encourage Breker’s executives to get involved with our programs with that same
focus and sense of purpose.”

About Breker Verification Systems

Breker Verification Systems is the leading provider of Portable Stimulus solutions, a
standard means to specify verification intent and behaviors reusable across target platforms, and
the first company to introduce graph-based verification. Its Portable Stimulus suite of tools is
Graph-based to make complex scenarios comprehensible, Portable, eliminating test redundancy
across process, and Shareable to foster communication and reuse giving chip design verification
groups true Verification GPS. Breker is privately held.

Engage with Breker at:
Website: www.brekersystems.com
Twitter: @BrekerSystems
LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/1010418
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/BrekerSystems/

About the Electronic System Design Alliance

The Electronic System Design (ESD) Alliance, an international association of companies
providing goods and services throughout the semiconductor design ecosystem, is a forum to
address technical, marketing, economic and legislative issues affecting the entire industry. It acts
as the central voice to communicate and promote the value of the semiconductor design industry
as a vital component of the global electronics industry.